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Repeater Committee.

In this issue
Terry Johnson KG5WO is
awarded LETARC's Radio
Operator of the year!
LETARC interviews mobile
guru Alan Applegate K0BG
Dave Luchak KL7BX gives
LETARC tips on mobile
radio.

LETARC Activities
LETARC held the first club meeting of 2021 on January 23rd.
Our new phone worked fine business and some members joined
us via teleconference. Terry Johnson KG5WO was awarded
Radio Operator of the year. A presentation on portable QRP
radio was shown. VE testing resumed at LeTourneau University.
LeTourneau had previously closed the campus to outside groups
due to pandemic concerns. LETARC decided not to operate as a
club for Winter field day also due to pandemic concerns. Two
committees were also formed. It was great to see our friend
Joe Gimbert AG5FJ back.

LETARC Committees
Repeater Committee This committee will Take recommendations from members or the club for
consideration and research.
Work with the club trustee to research, coordinate, and consider
proposals.
Make recommendations to the club and answer questions the
membership has.
Assist the trustee in executing the trustee’s repeater projects.
The members who are appointed to this committee are
Dave Luchak of Amateur Station KL7BX,
Ron Case of Amateur Station W2RLC,
Karen Houston of Amateur Station KM5A,
Jim Rogers of Amateur Station N5VGQ, our Repeater Trustee, and
Jeff Salmons of Amateur Station N5ECP.
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Rules Committee This committee will Review the existing Constitution, Bylaws, and Rules and
determine where improvements may be made.
Accept and consider recommendations from the membership
for changes to the Constitution, Bylaws, and Rules.
Make recommendations to the club for any changes to be made
to all of these.
Maintain the reference documents for the Constitution, Bylaws,
and Rules and make copies widely available through the
communications outlets the club has.
The members who are appointed to this committee are
Terry Johnson of Amateur Station KG5WO,
James Bray of Amateur Station KG5OFX,
Jim Quinn of Amateur Station AJ1MQ, and
Paul Little of Amateur Station KI5DGN.

If you would like to volunteer
for a committee or have any
input please contact LETARC
President Ross Bennett KI5SR
at KI5SR@Letarc.org. More
committees may be added at
a later date. Thank you to all
of our committee members.
Photo courtesy of Ross Bennett KI5SR
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Terry Johnson KG5WO is awarded
2020 LETARC Radio Operator of the
year by Richard Brown K5RRB

After winning Amateur Radio Operator of the Year Terry Johnson
KG5WO humbly said that he did not deserve it. Anyone who has
spent time with LETARC knows the opposite is true. Terry makes
everyone at our meetings feel welcome and takes an interest in
everyone else. Terry is always a VE at test sessions helping people get
their ticket. Terry's unselfishness is exemplary. If you are new to
LETARC when you attend your first meeting find the gentleman in the
tan ARRL cap and shake his hand. You will be meeting one of
amateur radio's finest.

Join Propagation in congratulating
Terry Johnson KG5WO on an award
well deserved!
LONGVIEW EAST TEXAS AMATEUR RADIO CLUB NEWSLETTER
February 2021
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February
February 27th
27th Meeting
Meeting Agenda
Agenda
Our meeting will begin at 9:00 A.M. at the Longview Fire Training Center
located at 411 American Legion BLVD Longview, TX 75601

I.

Opening ceremonies
A. Invocation
B. Pledge of Allegiance
C. Welcome and Introductions
II.
Adoption of Agenda
III. Reading and Adoption of minutes
IV. Reports by Officers
A. President
Ross Bennett
B. Vice President
Ron Case
C. Secretary/Treasurer
James Bray
D. Media Director
Don Gamble
E. Communications Director
Jim Rogers
V.
Report of the Board
VI. Reports by Committees
A. Repeater committee
VII. Reports by Members
VIII. Recess
IX. Reconvene
X.
Program
Steven Lott Smith
XI. Unfinished Business
ARRL North Texas
XII. New Business
Section Manager
XIII. VE testing headcount
XIV. Adjourn
Please note that for this month only our VE test session is moved to
room 141 Longview Hall of LeTourneau University. Testing begins at
2:00 P.M. on February 27th.
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Attend LETARC
meetings by
phone
Phone # 601-516-5566
Pin 206-446-183#

If you prefer to join our meeting online go to meet.google.com/mds-ndwd-cwo
Our next meeting will be on February 27th at the Longview fire
training center starting at 9:00 A.M. Join us in person or via
teleconference. It is recommended that you call or sign in a few
minutes early if joining us by teleconference. Thank you to LETARC
President Ross Bennett KI5SR for setting this up and coming up
with the idea.

HAM RADIO QUOTE
"A Zen contest master knows that the reward lies not in the win,
but in the pursuit." -Steve Ford WB8IMY from the book Get on
the air with HF Digital.
February 2021
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LETARC interviews mobile radio
guru Alan Applegate K0BG
If you have read about mobile Ham radio in the ARRL handbook
or ARRL antenna book you most likely have been reading the
work of mobile radio expert Alan Applegate K0BG. Alan's
website www.K0BG.com is an incredible resource for anyone
who wants to learn about mobile radio communications. Alan is
currently working on more publications for the ARRL and he was
kind enough to grant LETARC the following interview.

LETARC: Are you a member of a local club? Do you have a favorite
event or activity in your club?

ALAN K0BG: Not at the present. The local club (Pecos Valley
ARC) is still active, and has been since the early 60's. While the
club used to be very active community-wise in the past, of recent
years it is a shell of its former self. This said, I have put a lot of
effort into the radio club at NMMI (New Mexico Military Institute).
A lot of the hardware they use in their station, I donated. I
helped them purchase and erect several HF and VHF antennas.
Their repeater (N5NMI) is (was) also part of the effort along with
Ken Letcher, W5YFN (sk), and others.

LETARC: Please tell us about your work writing about mobile
radio and K0BG.com.
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ALAN K0BG: I used to travel extensively (via automobile)
throughout the central USA, and later the Rocky Mountains. This
started my journey into mobile operation, which started in 1972.
In 1973, I acquired an old P&H, solid-state, DC to DC power
supply (1,000 volts at 1 amp). I built a 4 tube (6KD6s) mobile
amplifier, and became one of a very select few running high
power mobile. I’ve since use several different solid state
amplifiers, and currently use an SGC-SG500. The first antenna
was a modified HyGain, and later mostly home brewed ones.
Current antenna is a Scorpion SA-680. By the way, I have QSL
cards proving I have worked 313 countries mobile. Unfortunately,
most of these contacts were made, when you had to be within
250 miles of your home QTH to count. Today, that is no longer an
issue.
The site came about in April 2004, as a way to share the
knowledge I had learned over the years. It is, and always has
been, a labor of love. This also lead to the writing for the ARRL.
Currently, the mobile data in the ARRL Handbook and Antenna
book are authored by yours truly.

LETARC: What advice would you give someone who wanted to
get started in VHF/UHF mobile radio for local repeaters and
simplex communications?
ALAN K0BG: Absolutely the number one piece of advice is simply
this: Drill the damn hole! Far too many have this notion that
drilling a hole in their precious vehicle will taint it as if painted by
the devil incarnate!
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That excuse doesn’t hold water! If you want the best
performance, you must properly mount VHF/UHF antennas. The
next advice? Never, ever use a mag mount antenna! Like all
mobile installation, plan well, take your time, and do things
correctly the first time around! Oh, and don’t even think of trying
to make do with a handheld in a mobile.
LETARC: What advice would you give someone who wanted to
upgrade their station for HF capabilities?

ALAN K0BG: If you drive a VAN, SUV, or a crossover, sell it!
Then buy a decent pickup truck. If you must try to adapt the
latter-style vehicle, take my advice, and mount the antenna on
the front. Don’t use posts, frame brackets, trailer hitches, or
similar no-hole-mounting. Remember the antenna and its
mounting isn’t just part of the installation—it IS the installation.
In a mobile scenario, the transceiver, no matter how good it is, is
limited by the natural and man-made RFI inherent in a mobile
scenario. Thus making the HF antenna as efficient as possible is
absolutely paramount!
LETARC: Some of our members operate as a "rover" station
during state QSO parties and pull over and shut down their
vehicle to operate from deep cycle batteries to eliminate engine
noise. This also allows them to set up a portable antenna outside
the vehicle. Do you have any advice you would give these
portable "rover" stations?
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ALAN K0BG: The term deep-cycle is a misnomer. Read my web
site for a complete explanation. Take lessons from the guys who
do this all of the time. For example, nowadays, using lead-acid
batteries for this type of operation is almost inane. There are
better choices; Lithium Iron Phosphate for example, which hold
their voltage almost to the end of the SoC.
LETARC: Are there any resources you would recommend for
people who want to learn more about mobile radio?
ALAN K0BG: Buy an ARRL Handbook, and read it cover to cover
about 5 times, even if you don’t understand all of what you’re
reading. When you get done, you’ll know more than 90% of the
amateurs licensed since 1980. If you’re into mobile, and the
mobile sections aren’t enough, do the same with my web site.
LETARC: Do you have any advice you would give a local club?

ALAN K0BG: Find out who your local ARRL Technical person is.
Talk them into giving a series of technical talks, to bring the level
of expertise in the club, to pre-no-code 1980 levels. If the club as a
whole is into digital communications, select a mode for all to use,
and stick with it. Icom and Kenwood are sort of leading the pack
on this one.

LETARC: What is your favorite part of amateur radio?
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ALAN K0BG: At this point, that should be obvious. But, here is
some good advice. First, learn Morse code, and get proficient with
it. If the world ever decides to disintegrate, the best form to use to
communicate is CW.
Lastly: Mobile radio, especially chasing DX, is a wonderful
pastime. I cannot tell you how many hours of relentless driving,
had become almost secondary in my travels (some 3 plus millions
miles). But… When conditions warrant, hang up the mike. No
amount of DX is worth taking a life, because you were distracted!
Alan

LETARC would like to send a Texas
sized thank you to Alan Applegate
K0BG for this interview and for his
work writing for the ARRL and his
website W0BG.com. Thank you
Alan!
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Mobile Amateur Radio Awards Club
Are you familiar with the Mobile Amateur Radio Awards Club? If
not you can visit them at marac.org. MARAC is a non profit that
was founded in 1970. They have multiple contests and encourage
mobile radio in many forms, even lawn mowers.
MARAC has frequencies posted for those hunting counties, awards,
a logging program, nets, pictures and a wealth of resources on
their website.

Tuning hamsticks
If you use hamsticks to get on HF make sure you bring an antenna
analyzer. Hamsticks have a tightly wound coil that acts like the coil
in a thermometer. If you tune your antenna the night before you
use it there could be a very big change in VSWR. Going from inside
a garage to outside to operate could change your VSWR. Morning
vs. afternoon temperatures could change the tuning. A set of allen
keys and an antenna analyzer are vital equipment for using these
types of antennas.

Note the tightly wound coil
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This
This month's
month's memorable
memorable QSO
QSO is
is from
from
Terry
Terry Johnson
Johnson KG5WO.
KG5WO. Thank
Thank you
you Terry!
Terry!
My most memorable QSO occurred just a few months after I had
upgraded from General to Advanced Class in 1989 and had gotten
on HF. In April of 1989, I had upgraded from Technician to General
Class at an examination session at Kilgore College held by Al
Springer WM5V. Almost two months later, I went to HamCom in
Arlington and upgraded to Advanced Class. I immediately went
into the vendor exhibit area and purchased a new Kenwood
TS140S transceiver, a power supply, an antenna tuner and a length
of coax. I spent the next month setting the station up, getting
acquainted with HF procedures and making contacts, mostly on 10
meters since we were in a really hot Cycle 22 solar cycle. Late one
Sunday evening, I tuned up on 10 meters and the band was really
quiet. Ten meters was a great daytime band but could be a bit
difficult late in the day sometimes. I tuned from one end of the
band to the other without success. I was almost ready to go QRT
when I heard a very loud KH6 station calling CQ. I threw out my
call immediately and he came back to me with “KG5WO, this is
KH6IJ in Honolulu”. This was my first Hawaiian station and I think
my heart skipped several beats. After life returned to my chest, I
answered him and we exchanged information. His name was
Katashi and he had been a ham since 1932. I gave him a 59 and he
gave me a 56, for which I was grateful to receive, running only a
trapped dipole and 100 watts. He, on the other hand, was running
a KW into an eight element 10 meter beam. After a couple of
minutes chatting about our equipment or rather, my lack thereof),
we were discovered by the world and about half the ham
population of the United States, Canada, and other locales began
calling him. We signed and he began picking up stations from all
over.
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He was still working stations 30 minutes later when the band
dropped out and I lost him. As I found out later, he was a very
desirable contact for a lot of hams. I put a QSL card in the mail to
him the next day and received his card in about 3 weeks.
In the next several years, I learned a lot about Kataski Nose KH6IJ.
He was an incredible operator and a legendary CW contester who
could copy 75 words a minute CW in his head and remember 5 call
signs and work all 5 without unkeying before he would pick up
other stations. He was first licensed in 1932 and was the first station
outside the continental United States to achieve the ARRL’s Worked
All States award (in 1936, he was awarded WAS #153). He was the
first Hawaiian station to achieve Worked All Zones and DXCC. His
list of accomplishments in Amateur Radio covers several pages.
Most importantly, he was the first Hawaiian station to be worked
by KG5WO! Had I known that the Amateur Radio Operator on the
other end of the line that Sunday evening was so famous and so
accomplished, I probably would have been too tongue tied to even
speak HIHI!

Image courtesy of Terry Johnson KG5WO
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LETARC Survey "How do you use
your radio in your vehicle?"
50% - I have a VHF/UHF radio installed
13.3% - I have multiple stations and change as needed
13.3% - I don't
10% - I have an HF/VHF/UFH station in my vehicle
10% - I use a handheld with an external antenna
3.3% - I have a VHF radio installed
Thank you to everyone who participated in the survey. Next
month's will be about storm spotting. Please vote!
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What are the most common
VHF/UHF mobile transceivers?
In a very unscientific survey several of the largest amateur radio
vendors were contacted and asked what dual band mobile radio
was their highest seller at the time. Here are the results. Click on
the underlined name to be taken to manufacturer's website.
Yaesu FTM-400XDR
dual band mobile
radio.

LETARC has this model
installed in the radio
room at Mims VFD.

Photo courtesy of Ross Bennett KI5SR

1 - Yaesu FTM-400XDR
Yaesu's FTM-400XDR operates on both the 2 meter and
70 centimeter bands using analog FM and C4FM digital
including 1200/9600bps APRS. This radio has a 3.5 inch
touch screen, a built-in GPS receiver and has 500 memory
channels for each band. Transmit power is 50 watts.

2 - Icom IC-2730A
Icom's IC-2730A operates on both 2 meters and 70
centimeters on analog FM. There is an optional board to
add bluetooth to the radio. There are 1052 memory
channels. Transmit power is 50 watts.
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3 - Yaesu FT-7250DR
Yaesu's FTM-400XDR operates on both the 2 meter and
70 centimeter bands using analog FM and C4FM digital.
This radio has a front facing speaker and 250 memory
channels. Transmit power is 50 watts.

Honorable mention -Kenwood TM-281A
Each store mentioned the Kenwood TM-281A but it is
not a dual band radio, it only operates on 2 meters.
The 281 is a 65 watt radio that is analog only. There
are 200 memory channels but only 100 if you name
them using letters instead of frequencies.

Repeaterbook.com
If you are looking for repeaters to program into your radio
check out repeaterbook.com. Repeaterbook is free to join
and maintains a very up to date list of repeaters available
via their website and app. You can export repeater lists to
CHIRP or RT systems. You can filter repeater lists by location
(closest to you or a point of interest), band, or mode (C4FM,
D-STAR, etc.)
Repeaterbook gets info from amateurs, that is how the list
stays so current. New repeaters, changes in frequency or
tone settings or repeaters no longer transmitting are usually
listed within two weeks.
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Mobile radio tips from LETARC's own
Dave Luchak KL7BX
Dave has experience on both the amateur and professional side of
mobile radio installation, programing and operation. He was
kind enough to share the following info with us.
SO, You Want to “Go MOBILE” With Your HAM Radio, Huh??
Boy oh boy, did we just open up a HUGE “can of worms”!!! Ha
Ha! But don’t get scared away!! It’s not that bad!
In this rather LENGTHY article I’ll take you through some of the
multitude of “Points to Ponder” that may help you make an
educated determination, concerning the “best” way (for YOUR
needs) to go about using your HAM gear in a mobile
configuration. This article may be too lengthy to address
physical radio installation procedures, due to the complexity of
the “Basic Decision-Making Parameters” being presented in this
article. Installation procedures and recommendations may be
addressed in a secondary follow-up news article, in the near
future. Stay tuned, for further guidance!
There are NUMEROUS factors to consider, when deciding how to
go about Going Mobile with HAM Radio equipment. And EACH
Factor is not always Self-Inclusive. In other words, the final
decision from ONE of the Factors can and WILL have an
interactive impact on one or more of the OTHER listed factors,
and your overall determination needs to be considered as a
WHOLE package decision, rather than a simple “one single
factor” hard and fast decision.
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FIRST, some background on ME, your author! I am an Electronic
Technician’s Association “Certified Electronics Technician”,
Motorola-certified Motorola Radio Repair Technician, retired US
Air Force Electronics Maintenance Technician & USAF-certified
Electronics/Technical Training Instructor, with more than 35
years of hands-on experience in the radio communications
maintenance field, in not only the military (21+ years), but also in
the civilian and commercial organizations. I am also an Extra
Class HAM Radio licensee, and have been a HAM radio licensee
since December of 1990. Here are some of the key items I’ve put
together for you to consider, before deciding how to “Go Mobile”
with HAM radio! Hope you enjoy it!
“POINTS TO PONDER” When Deciding How to “Go Mobile” with
HAM Radios :

1. What is your intended purpose? Repeaters, or Simplex only,
and either daily or emergency usage only, etc...???
If using the rig PRIMARILY for local area ( up to 5 miles) repeater
access and infrequent Simplex usage, a lower Transmit power
level (5W – 10W) radio may suffice. A Handheld/Portable radio
may do the trick for your needs. If all you have is a
handheld/portable, but you want to have higher transmit power
available, an added inline Transmit RF (Brick-Style) Amplifier
may be “just what the doctor ordered”. (But the RF Amplifier will
need a higher source of DC current available than just the low DC
voltage/current battery levels available on the portable alone.)
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If you need to reach out to DISTANT (5 to 50 miles) repeaters, or
use the rig for mobile-to-mobile Simplex operations regularly,
you may need a more powerful output of up to 50W. Most
Mobile radio designs today are made to allow you to transmit up
to either 40W or 50W, with either one or two lower transmit
power levels selectable by the user, as needed.
This decision will also impact WHAT KIND OF ANTENNA will I
need? See the later paragraphs for more clarification on
antennas. Local hilly terrain, trees, and other physical obstacles
in your area will also REDUCE the effectiveness of the radio and
antenna’s power outputs, and may necessitate higher transmit
power levels in order to communicate effectively.
2. Which type of radio will you be using, or need to use?
Mobile, Trunk-mountable (Control Head detached from Main
Chassis), or a simple Portable/Handheld?
Again, the available Transmit RF power level will determine
which capabilities and limitations you will have, as to repeaters
only, or local Simplex operations only usage.
Self-Contained Mobile unit has everything designed in one
complete package, but COULD weigh up to 10 pounds,
depending on the number of bands & modes, making it more
difficult to find a suitable mounting location for the radio,
where the radio user can access it easily and SAFELY while
driving, especially with the presence of mostly plastic and
covered-foam dashboards and center consoles in vehicles these
days.
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They also take more SPACE in the vehicle, and need to be kept out
of the way of the driver’s controls, arms, and legs, for obvious
safety reasons. You DON’T want to impede or interfere with the
driver’s ability to safely operate and control the vehicle!!
Trunk-Mountable (Detachable Control Head) Mobile radios offer
a bit more practicality for locating the main chassis of the radio
system, but then you will need to have longer runs of DC power
cabling, in order to reach the main unit wherever you choose to
mount it. It may ALSO require a Mic Extension Cable, as well,
depending on the manufacturer’s design of the radio package.
Some mobile radios WILL, and some others WON’T!
If all you have available is a Handheld/Portable, you can always
use a simple Magnetic Mount Antenna System on the vehicle
(UNLESS THE VEHICLE IS A MORE RECENT MODEL, MADE OF NONMAGNETIC ALUMINUM/FIBERGLASS!). Newer Ford Pickup Truck
drivers BEWARE! The truck bodies are mostly ALUMINUM!! Bad
news, for hopes of using a mag-mount! And some SUVs/CrossOvers have a lot of FIBERGLASS body components, making magmounts UNUSABLE!
3. Do you want to make the mounting : Removable system (to
use in possibly several different vehicles), or Permanent?
Removable systems may make it easier to relocate the system
from one vehicle to another, and may also make it less obvious
to thieves and vandals that your vehicle has a HAM radio in it,
but can be a pain in the butt to have to re-install it and remove
it every time you use the vehicle & remove/hide the radio
system while the vehicle is unattended in public high-traffic
areas.
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Removable systems COULD, however, also potentially become
flying objects during a sudden/emergency braking incident, or
during vehicle traffic accidents, if not held securely in place
during their usage. They may ALSO allow pieces of the system to
get under the driver’s control pedals, and interfere with safe
operation of the vehicle on the roadway. NOT GOOD!!!
Permanent mounting will typically make the radio usage more
convenient, safer for vehicle operation, but comes with other
necessary evils, such as finding a path to route DC power &
antenna cabling, as well as finding a PRACTICAL and SAFE
location to hard-mount the radio chassis or a detachable Control
Head (for a trunk-mountable system). Don’t forget about the
PLASTIC interiors these days! Daily vehicle/roadway vibration
can tear a radio mount bracket right OUT of a plastic mounting
surface, after extended usage, especially if the radio has a heavy
main body/chassis.
4. What kind of vehicle is it to be used on? Family passenger
Sedan, Compact car, Pick-up Truck, SUV, a Van, a Motorcycle?
This is generally what will determine which style of both the
radio, and antenna system will best fit the application (vehicle),
for best practical usage & mounting style/type. The larger the
vehicle’s physical interior SIZE, the better the chances you will
have of finding a SAFE, practical, and convenient radio
operations location, to permanently/temporarily mount either a
self-contained radio, a trunk-mountable radio system, or simply
use a portable/handheld radio.
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Tall / large vehicles : Each VEHICLE, not just Vehicle TYPE, will
have its own set of idiosyncrasies, pros, and cons. A tall vehicle
will instantly limit how large an antenna can be, due to
overhead height restrictions and occupant safety. They usually
allow more potential LOCATIONS for the equipment, and
antennas, however. It can be a “double-edged sword” when
deciding how to go about making those decisions. Large vehicles
offer more possible conductive/reflective surfaces to make
antenna perform better than antennas on other smaller vehicles,
IF the vehicle body has conductive surfaces.
Lower height vehicles will sometimes allow longer length
antennas, for better radio system performance, but conversely,
they also have less available space to physically mount
equipment and antennas in or on, too!

5. What kind of antenna should you use? Gain type, or
“No/Unity” gain? ¼-wave, ½-wave, base-loaded, centerloaded, etc...?
THE ANTENNA SYSTEM IS THE MOST IMPORTANT PART OF ANY
2-WAY RADIO SYSTEM!!!!!
The closer to a Full Wavelength at the operating
frequency/band, the better! But that may not always be
PRACTICAL or SAFE! Example: A full wavelength 10 Mtr antenna
on a vehicle would be smacking overhead power lines and lowhanging tree branches and road signs like CRAZY! UNSAFE,
ILLEGAL, and NOT PRACTICAL!!
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Where will you be parking the vehicle? Inside a low-entry height
residential or business parking garage, or an open area? THE
PARKING facility factor alone may ultimately determine how
LONG of an antenna you’ll be able to get away with
mounting/using, for PRACTICAL and convenient daily usage!!!
LONG “physical length” antennas : A low-height entry-point into
either business or residential parking garages may make it
impractical to use a rather long antenna height. But it’s NOT
IMPOSSIBLE!! If you prefer to use a rather LONG length antenna,
for best possible radio performance, but have low heights to
drive under, you’ll have to settle for the possible need to
physically unscrew/REMOVE the antenna from its mount, EACH
TIME, BEFORE driving under the low height or thru a fast-food
DRIVE-THRU facility, due to building overhangs at the food &
payment delivery windows. OVERHEAD WARNINGS USUALLY
EXIST.
And then you’ll have to remember to PUT THE ANTENNA BACK
ON, BEFORE transmitting on the radio! ANOTHER consideration
that may make the long length antenna impractical, is the fact
that once the antenna is removed from its mount, depending on
where and how you have mounted the antenna on the vehicle, it
COULD allow water into the vehicle around the antenna mount, if
not properly covered back up with a weatherproof cap or “fake
antenna” cover while the antenna is absent.
Shorter “physical-length” antennas can STILL be practical, and
still perform well, too. Numerous antennas have either BaseLoad, or Center-Load (and some even have TOP-Load) wire coils,
making them efficient, but short enough to drive into low-height
parking facilities and Drive-thru driveways.
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MOST of the loaded-coil style antennas will even have a small
amount of Gain, making them perform better than the standard
Unity (Zero) Gain ¼-wave un-loaded antenna “whips”. If you
will primarily be talking to LOCAL stations in the immediate
area, or thru local repeaters, a shorter ¼-wave zero-gain
antenna my be all you’ll ever need! And based on the band
being used by the radio, the antenna height may be short and
FLEXIBLE enough that you won’t need to REMOVE it from its
mount every time you enter or encounter a low-height facility.
How sturdy is the mounting surface where the antenna mount
will be located? Longer antennas have a higher torque-related
stress factor being placed on the mount, while moving at high
speeds, especially on freeways & expressways, due to antenna
wind-loading (wind drag). The longer the antenna, the higher
the mount stress imposed on the mounting surface.
Remember ALUMINUM and FIBERGLASS vehicle bodies???? It
may be IMPOSSIBLE to mount an antenna where you would
really LIKE to mount it, because the stress may be too high for
any prolonged stress on the mounting surface.
Antenna STYLES : Most mobile antennas are referred to as
“Ground-Plane” antennas, meaning they need a CONDUCTIVE
reflecting surface beneath/around the antenna base, to act as
the capacitive second (negative polarity) “half” of the antenna
system. FIBERGLASS WON’T DO IT! ALUMINUM may DO IT, but
may not be strong enough to sustain the stresses of windloading effects on the antenna mount!
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AND/OR WOODEN STRUCTURES. THESE ANTENNAS ARE
BASICALLY STANDARD VERTICALLY POLARIZED DIPOLES WITH
There ARE a few antennas available that DON’T require a ground
A LOW-POWER-RATED MINI-BALUN AT THE INTERNAL COAXIAL
plane, but THEY ARE THE EXCEPTION, NOT THE RULE! Example: A
CABLE FEEDPOINT, OR ARE SIMPLE “FOLDED DIPOLES”
VHF Marine antenna, for BOATS, is one example of a non-Ground
ENCASED INSIDE A FIBERGLASS CYLINDRICAL TAPERED TUBE.
Plane antenna, designed to be used on non-metallic boats, such
BEING “BALANCED” ANTENNA CONFIGURATIONS, THESE
as
fiberglassSTYLES
and/or OF
wooden
structures.
TheseREQUIRE
antennasAare
PARTICULAR
ANTENNAS
DON’T
GROUND
basically standard
VERTICALLY
polarized
dipoles with a lowPLANE
TO WORK
EFFICIENTLY.
power-rated mini-balun at the internal coaxial cable feedpoint,
or are simple “folded dipoles” encased inside a fiberglass
cylindrical tapered tube. Being “balanced” antenna
configurations, these particular styles of antennas don’t require a
ground plane to work efficiently.
What kind of Antenna MOUNT should you use? Ohhhhh BOY!
This one is a DOOZY!
Magnetic-Mount: I’ve already addressed SOME of the possible
pros and cons of using a Magnetic-Mount Antenna Base, but not
all of them. Mag-Mounts are okay for shorter physical-length and
weight antennas, but may not have sufficient “holding”
(magnetic force) strength for long or heavy antennas. Coil
Springs are one item that CAN be added to the base, to allow for
antenna impacts and still allow the antenna upper section to flex
backward and not detach the magnetic base. HOWEVER, the
added length of the coil may de-tune the resonant frequency of
the antenna, due to making the antenna too LONG for its
operating frequency, and may require antenna retuning/cutting.
That may not always be a viable option, when using a Multi-Band
antenna, due to interaction with the antenna’s secondary/third
frequency band.
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The antenna system’s coaxial cable regardless of whether using a
removable magnetic-mount or NOT, will also need to have a
practical route to follow, that will keep the coax cable free of
damage from pinching/crushing, and abrasion/cutting during
vehicle movement (ultimately leading to poor impedance
characteristics, and even possibly SHORTING OUT the cable,
which can fry the radio’s transmit section).
Routing the coax cable between a vehicle’s door and the vehicle
frame, or thru a partially closed car door window could introduce
cable pinching/crushing. Routing the cable thru an open car door
window may not only introduce cable pinching, but may also
allow water infiltration into the vehicle during rainstorms or
when driving into vehicle tire-spray from vehicles ahead of you.
Not to mention it may also allow more noise, and outdoor
inclement weather temperatures to enter the vehicle (whether it
be extreme heat or extreme cold temperatures).
The Magnetic-Mount COULD also be TOO Strong to easily remove
from the vehicle’s surface, which increases the risk of
scratching/gouging the vehicle’s paint job during removal and
attachment. NOT GOOD! Leaving a mag-mount in one spot TOO
LONG OF A TIME, MAY also cause trapped-moisture induced RUST
corrosion from the mount base & magnet itself. Magnetic mount
bases typically have a soft smooth metallic type covering over
their magnet when new, to help reduce the risk of paint and
surface damage, but when left outside in the weather for
extended periods, the covers can deteriorate and become torn,
exposing bare metal on the mount to the vehicle’s metallic surface
and paint job. Ouch!
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And let’s not forget that as corrosion develops on the contact
surfaces between the roof of the vehicle and the mag-mount
magnet, there will be a slight change in RF IMPEDANCE for the
antenna system, which can affect your antenna VSWR, and
therefore affect both transmit & receive efficiency.
Permanent antenna mounts: Even if you intend to remove the
ANTENNA from the mount periodically (for entry into low-height
facilities or drive-thrus, or automatic car washes), you’ll still need
to decide what KIND of mount base will best fit your needs. This
may be a tough decision to make, since, as I mentioned
previously, EACH vehicle will have its own idiosyncrasies. There
are various styles of MOUNTS available, and each has its own
merit, based on what style of ANTENNA will be attached to it, and
what kind of surface the mount will be attached to.
There are Trunk-Lip mounts, Surface (Thru-The-Roof) mounts,
Fender mounts, Bumper mounts, Thru-Glass mounts, etc... Way
too many to touch on each and every style. And THEY can be
broken down even further, based on which style of ANTENNA is
going to be attached to the mount base. Is the antenna designed
as a 3/8” x 24 pitch thread mount attachment system, (such as
an CB/11-Mtr 108” Whip antenna), or is it an NMO (commercial
Motorola style) 7/8” threaded diameter style, or some
manufacturer’s proprietary antenna attachment design, or a
specialized “fold-over/collapsible” mount, etc... ? The mount will
USUALLY already have the coaxial cable assembled as PART OF
the mount base system, and available length of the coax cable
can vary anywhere from 7’ to 20’, depending on the
manufacturer of the mount. Special order lengths MIGHT be
possible, too.
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The Mount style will be primarily dictated by the antenna
attachment method designed into the antenna itself, then the
AVAILABLE PRACTICAL locations on the vehicle, and the
STRENGTH of the available attachment location surfaces on the
vehicle in the chosen/available PRACTICAL spot you intend to
locate it.
Where on the vehicle should the antenna be mounted?
REMEMBER THIS DETAIL: Wherever you choose to locate your
antenna, that location will determine which direction from your
vehicle it will perform its best. Centered on the vehicle’s
conductive surfaces will give the best all-direction performance,
with better signals toward farthest distant metal surfaces (off the
forward and rearward ENDS of the vehicle) , and lesser
performance will occur toward the short distance metal reflective
surfaces (off the SIDES of the vehicle).
ALL of these described mounts need to be positioned on the
vehicle in such a way as to AVOID having the radiating portion of
the antenna (whip) itself being adjacent to any nearby PARALLEL
metal (within a distance of 3’ at VHF frequencies, 1’ at UHF
frequencies, etc... , that will be near the radiating part of the
antenna whip. Any nearby PARALLEL conductive metal surfaces
will reflect radiated transmit RF energy back INTO the antenna,
and will usually cause a higher than normal VSWR. These
parallel surfaces can also BLOCK RECEIVE RF signals from the
direction where the parallel metal is, as well!
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FOR BEST PERFORMANCE on a vehicle: That location will be
“Dead Center” of the vehicle’s overall length & width of the
available conductive ground plane metallic surfaces.... That
TYPICALLY means somewhere on top the driver/passenger
compartment roof. Yeeeeee-GADS! You mean I need to drill a
hole through my precious vehicle’s rooftop?!?!??!?! Guess
what!?!?! If you want the absolute best POSSIBLE performance in
all directions, then the answer is an absolute, you guessed it,
YES!!! (Let’s remember, this paragraph only deals with
PERMANENT antenna mount installations. A mag-mount on top
dead center of your vehicle’s roof will get you VERY close to the
same performance, but it has its pros and cons, that were
already discussed in previous paragraphs!) REMEMBER, changing
the antenna location WILL impact the radiation pattern/shape!
Trunk-Lip Mounts are basically just some type of enclosed,
weatherproof platform/base that accepts a particular style of
threaded stud arrangements, with electrical contacts to allow for
connectivity to your coax cable center and shield conductors, that
allows your antenna to screw onto the mount base. It can be an
NMO 7/8” diameter threaded base, 3/8”x24 thread, or a
multitude of variations, based on the style of the antenna’s
attachment point. The Trunk-Lip mount has a metallic plate
under the antenna mount base, that extends outward from the
base in one direction, then curls downward and then tightly back
underneath the mount base a relatively SHORT distance, and has
set screws to attach the underside of the curled extension of the
plate to the UNDERSIDE/INTERIOR surface of the vehicle’s trunk
lid, along either the front edge, or one of the side edges of the
trunk lid. It can also in some cases be mounted onto the engine
compartment hood, instead of the rear trunk lid.
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The electrical bonding for the negative/shield portion of the coax
and antenna is through the metal set screws, to the lid’s/hood’s
under-surface. The trunk lid ALSO must be bonded to vehicle
ground, for the antenna to work properly. A separate ground
bonding cable MAY be required, to run from the trunk lid to the
main body/frame of the vehicle (if it isn’t already provided by the
manufacturer). Once again, you’ll need to be cautious NOT to
route the coax anywhere along the trunk lid closure where it
could be pinched, crushed, or cut, or under tight tension when
opening the trunk/hood, etc... A MINIMAL piece of coax (1/2” to
1”) might be visible to the public when using a trunk-lip mount
base, because it will generally follow/match the curvature of the
set screw attachment baseplate.
Surface (Rooftop) Mounts: A massive quantity of mobile antennas
are available, using what is known as an “NMO” mount female
thread base on the antenna itself. Some may also use the
3/8”x24 thread mount construction. No matter which style
thread base mount you need to use, these types of mounts
require drilling of either a 3/8”, a ½”, or a 7/8” diameter hole
through the surface of the metal wherever you intend to mount
the antenna, whether it be a passenger cab roof, a trunk lid, of a
fender, etc...
A threaded locking ring or bushing (circular backing nut) is then
used on the mount, with the coax cable completely protected
INSIDE the passenger/trunk/storage/fender compartment, with
the threaded stud protruding through the metal surface from the
INSIDE, and the locking ring then securing the mount by
threading it onto the mount stud from the OUTSIDE of the metal
surface.
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The outside locking ring will also have a rubber O-Ring Gasket
on the underside, to compress against the exterior metal surface,
to prevent water leaks from making it inside the vehicle’s sealed
compartment. Needless to say, the surface needs to be FLAT, and
SMOOTH, to prevent water intrusion into the interior
compartment. Mounting on a CURVED metal surface will NOT BE
GOOD!
The drilled hole size must match the design of the surface mount
fitting. Also, the surface metal must be strong enough to
withstand the wind loading of the antenna under high-speed
driving conditions, AND withstand possible antenna impacts
against low-hanging tree limbs, garage entries, etc..., without
pulling the mount fixture through and damaging/ripping the
surface metal. Most surface type NMO mounts CAN be inserted
from OUTSIDE the vehicle, by pushing the attached preassembled coax cable into the vehicle first, and pulling the cable
inside with a smooth-edged fish-tape.
Using a surface mount requires sufficient space INSIDE the
vehicle, to allow for the thickness of the portion of the mount
base that stays inside the vehicle. And the mount base generally
must be mounted through 1/32” to 1/8” thickness metal, to allow
electrical contacts to make connections to the antenna. Thicker
metal surfaces, such as seen on ambulance and fire truck
rooftops require “special” length studs for the center conductor
to make contact with the antenna, due to the metal roofs being
¼” to 3/8 “thickness. Fractions of an inch DO matter, in this
instance.
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Using a surface mount ALSO means you must ensure the area
you will be drilling into is clear of electrical wiring harnesses,
overhead lighting fixtures, sunroof mechanisms (rails, drive
motors, glass & glasswork frames, protective airbags, etc...),
etc... so you don’t damage anything on the underside of the
metal’s surface while drilling the required hole. Speciallydesigned “Hole Saws/Bits” bits are made specifically for
extremely SHORT cutting /drilling depth on sheet metal,
purposely, to avoid drilling into internal vehicle obstructions
when making ¾” holes for NMO style antenna mounts! These
cutting tools/drills ARE available online, or from a local radio
installation/repair shop, or COULD possibly be borrowed from a
nearby HAM radio operator who has direct access to them. (Can
you “Guess who” that might be, in YOUR HAM Club
group/organization? Tee-He, Tee-He? ) There ARE TRICKS, to
allow easy and safe coax cable routing inside the vehicle’s
headliner, without headliner or other critical systems damage!
It’s done all the time in the commercial radio installation arena,
and can be done just the same for HAM radio antenna systems,
too!
Fender Mounts: are nothing more than an “Adapter” bracket
that will allow you to add an antenna mount base of some sort,
to mate your antenna onto it. It can be as simple as an “L”
shaped bracket, of sufficient size to accept the mount base, or an
elaborate “folding” mount bracket with a hinged plate that will
allow you to fold down and HIDE the entire antenna from public
view when it isn’t being used.
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In these cases, the coax cable will have a small portion exposed
to the weather/elements and public access, and will require
routing somewhere that will allow it to enter the vehicle without
allowing water leakage, and will still prevent cable damage.
Some HAM ops have mounted their “Weatherproof” style NMO
mount base onto a small L-Bracket that screws directly into the
rain gutter portion of the vehicle’s fender along the seam where
the hood closes, which allows the hood to close without hitting
the vertical antenna, or its mount base. This technique keeps the
coax cable better protected from the weather elements, and from
public access.
Bumper Mounts: are once again nothing more than an adaptive
way of allowing you to mount an antenna onto a mount base,
using the bumper as the basis for strength and positioning. A
larger portion of the coax cable will be partially exposed to not
only the elements, but also road grime, dirt, mud, and possibly
tire-thrown rocks/pebbles, etc.... and will once again need to
follow a route, or be covered with other protective materials
(plastic “split-loom” sheathing) on its path to the radio, that will
keep it protected as much as possible from damage.
These are generally reserved locations of low height-positioning,
to allow for extreme physical length (HF bands) antennas, or
those antennas requiring sturdiness for mount bases exposed to
stresses caused by heavy wind-load style antennas while driving
at high speeds.
Thru-Glass Mounts: are generally reserved for extremely
LIGHTWEIGHT and small height antennas, due to the fact the thruglass mount is only attached to the vehicle’s glass, on both the
INNER and OUTER surfaces, with a special type of high-strength
adhesive glue/tape, and are not nearly as sturdy as any of the
other mount systems.
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They are also more difficult to get the antenna VSWR to a
suitable level, due to the fact there is no DIRECT contact for either
the center coax conductor OR the shield/braid ground conductor.
They use “capacitive/inductive” energy transfer linking of the
transmit power (AND RECEIVE power), from the coax
termination device on the INSIDE of the glass, to the antenna
OUTSIDE the vehicle. These are generally limited to lower-power
transmit levels only, due to the limitations of the coax cable
termination device inside the vehicle. If the window has TINTING
applied to it, it COULD make this type of mount completely
unusable, due to the RF signal-blocking/reflecting characteristics
of the metallic-based tinting material. The mount base
termination device must be kept CLEAR of any window tinting,
for acceptable performance. Again, a portion of the coax cable
will be exposed INSIDE the vehicle, leading out of the coax cable
termination device, which could make it accessible to “prying
little fingers” of any passengers in the vehicle.
That means : if there is an external adjustment thumbscrew on
the interior coax termination device (that allows setting the
antenna matching for VSWR tuning) it COULD get played with by
passengers, thereby CHANGING your antenna’s VSWR without
your knowledge. ANOTHER consideration for thru-glass mounts
is the fact they shouldn’t be mounted on any window that is
raised and lowered regularly, due to potential coax cable overtensioning, and frequent flexing of the cable (undue wear and
tear).
Now you have some Points to Ponder, to help you make an
educated decision, and determine what will be the best scenario
for YOU to use, when you decide to “Go Mobile” with your HAM
gear in YOUR specific vehicle(s)!
Thanks for reading the short novel!
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Our NEXT storybook will give you some tips and hints about how
to practically and cheaply go about DOING the actual radio &
antenna system installation in/on YOUR vehicle! 73, and Happy
HAMMING!!
Dave Luchak / KL7BX
LETARC Member since Spring of 2013

Thank you Dave KL7BX for all of
the great info!

Photo courtesy of Stephen Freeman K5SKF

Our next meeting - Feb. 27

Our next meeting will be on February 27th at 9:00 A.M. at the
Longview Fire Training Center located at 411 American Legion BLVD
Longview, TX 75601. We will have a VE test session at 2:00 P.M.
the same day at room 141 of Longview hall at LeTourneau
University. This room is for this month only due to an event at
Glaske science center. To test you will need a government issued
ID, a valid email address, 15 dollars, and an FCC issued FRN
number (we can help you with that at the test session.) Contact
John Zenter AE5OY at j.zenter@w-rg.com for any VE test
questions. Please join us at our meeting, anyone interested in
amateur radio is welcome.
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A special Thank you goes to
Mims volunteer fire department
The Longview fire training center on American Legion BLVD
Jim Perry KA5BCM for our radio room
John Zenter AE5OY and our VE team
Marty Duplissey N5KBP for his great work on the ARRL audio news
Ross Bennett KI5SR - Gregg County ARES
Jim Liberacki N5TQI - Upshur County ARES
Jim Rogers N5VGQ - Repeater trustee
Ron Case W2RLC - letarc.org webmaster
Jim Quinn AJ1MQ - groups.io coordinator
Dr. Hoo Kim AG5ZS - Letourneau university liaison
Dr. Ron Morton KF5GMA and Carolyn Morton KF5GLT Longview CERT

Thank you for reading our newsletter. We hope to see you
February 27th at our club meeting and hear you on our nets. If
you would like to contribute an article, idea, pictures, or any
information to the Propagation email Don at
gambledon@gmail.com.
Please visit our website at www.letarc.org.

73 de Don Gamble KG5CMS.
dit dit
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Upcoming amateur radio events
Feb. 6

10-10 International Winter phone QSO Party

Feb. 6

Minnesota QSO Party

Feb. 6

Vermont QSO Party

Feb. 6

North American Sprint, CW

Feb. 8

ARRL School club roundup

Feb. 20

ARRL International DX Contest, CW

Feb. 26

CQ World wide 160m Contest, SSB

Feb. 27

North American QSO Party, RTTY

Feb. 27

South Carolina QSO Party

Feb. 28

North Carolina QSO Party
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